By letter dated 21 August 1961, the Permanent Delegation of Finland advised the secretariat that quantitative restrictions have been removed on the following list of products, effective 1 July 1961:

- Artificial sweetening matters
- Gypsum bandages
- Glaziers' putty etc.
- Soap flakes and powder
- Tall oil
- X-ray protection clothes
- Basketwork etc. of plastic
- Millimetre paper and photographic copying paper
- Paper doilies, towels and handkerchiefs
- Cut out patterns
- Carpets where the surface has been fastened with rubber glue to the bottom
- Labels etc. coated with plastic or rubber
- Surgical silk
- Bonded fibre fabrics etc.
- Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated etc.
- Fire hoses containing unhardened rubber
- Fire hoses containing soft plastic
- Other textile hosepiping than fire hoses containing unhardened rubber
- Other textile hosepiping than fire hoses containing soft plastic
- Shawls etc. sold by the metre, except those made of pure wool or wool containing not more than 5% silk
- Made up accessories for articles of apparel etc.
- Other made up textiles for technical purposes, and goods sold by the metre not containing wool or fine animal hair
Pot scourers and polishing pads, gloves and the like, of iron or steel
Vacuum cleaners, other than those weighing more than 15 kilos, including the suction tube
Pocket torches of artificial plastic materials
Aerials
Other parts than loose parts
Invalid carriages and parts thereof
Apparatus and equipment of a kind used in photographic laboratories, etc.
Chairs with an aluminium frame
Goods classified under this sub-item made of plastic
Hydraulic legs to drawing tables
Articles made of foam rubber without cover
Wipers of rubber or plastic
Mechanical training apparatus, diving masks and fins